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Abstract This paper presents an explorative analysis of the contents shared through QR codes as a tool of proximity marketing. The aim of the research is to identify the most common links shared through the QR code technology, in order to investigate the use of this tool from a marketing point of view. Moreover, the research explores the main aspects of the communications related to the contents shared through QR codes. Specifically, the authors focus on hedonic aspects and functional ones. Finally, the research aims at identifying preliminary best practices in the use of QR code technology. Due to the widespread use of this tool in the sector, the research focuses on the wine industry, as one of the most involved with QR code practices. The study adopts a qualitative approach based on a content analysis of 91 wine labels. Considering the importance of this integrated communication, the purpose of this explorative analysis is to deduce implications that enable managers to master the use of this tool, exploiting all its potential.
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1 Introduction

We often characterize the agro-food industry as one with little value-added and little innovative content. In such a globalized world, this sector contains considerable opportunities for technological and rent upgrading. As confirmed by recent research (Farinelli 2012; Kaplinsky and Fitter 2004; Kaplinsky and Readman 2005), there is...
an ongoing process of de-commodification of primary goods, which are increasingly being transformed from everyday staples into high quality products, diversified both in terms of aesthetics and for the changing needs of consumers (e.g., the tendency of some adults to develop vegetarian or vegan dietary habits). Others become processed products by means of the accumulation of greater knowledge and technological progress, which increase the value of content shown as well as the export price per unit. Wine is one of the most interesting cases from a catch-up point of view, because the latecomers in the international market have changed how wine is produced, sold, and consumed and, in doing so, they have challenged the positions held by the incumbents (Giuliani 2011).

Wine is produced, sold, and consumed globally. The quality of the wine, as an agricultural food product, is closely tied to the nature of the original crop (i.e., the grapes). For this reason, wine production is highly dependent on and influenced by geographical characteristics.

At the same time, its sales are being developed via marketing strategies that tend to emphasize the characteristics of the production area, the techniques used, the handmade aspects, etc.

In the wine industry this is referred to as terroir.

Terroir is more complex than merely location. It involves climate, soil, tradition, terrain, and even culture by some definitions.

The concept of terroir captures such diversity coupled with history and tradition (Charters 2006), and confers on a certain type of wine a unique competitive advantage over other producers (Wilson 1998; Vaudour 2002; Barham 2003). Wine producing countries, under the regulations of the EU commission, have introduced several schemes and legislation protecting the place of origin of wines and regulating its production in many aspects, ranging from maximum yields per hectare, oenological practices, grape varieties, and the labelling of wine among others. As an example, in Italy the regulation can affect, besides the already mentioned, even the oenological (cuts, practices, etc.), product specification (production area, type of grape, wine-growing practices, and winemaking methods), the permitted indications (DOP, IGP), national endorsements (i.e., DOC for Italy, AOC for France AOC), and authorization to name a wine with the region of origin (i.e., Asti, Porto, Champagne).

The competitive dynamics of the wine market are complex (Orth and Lockshin 2007): the scenario has expanded into a global competition for consumer’s taste preferences and on hedonic and emotional aspects, as well as on aspects related to health and sustainability. These innovative dynamics are changing wineries’ strategies. Marketing innovation will be important in order to build competitive advantage and achieve growth (Chen 2006). Wineries are recognizing the need to acquire more environmentally efficient technologies on the one hand, and ensure proper management of the product traceability in order to use it as a marketing strategy for the consumers, on the other. RFID technology is one of the developing frontiers in this sector as it will make the wine supply chain completely transparent and advise consumers on the origin and processing of a bottle. The issue of sustainability, both in primary production processes (grape growing) and in its
transformation (wine-making), is taking a central role in the operational and strategic choices of wineries, because of the increasing concerns about the environment, ecological consequences, and the efficient use of natural renewable resources as reflected in public opinion and consumers’ perceptions (Pilone et al. 2015). This can be used as an important marketing strategy.

There are many studies that highlight the influence that the innovative approach has on the winery’s ability to improve the satisfaction level in meeting the consumer’s expectations (Santini et al. 2007).

2 Literature Review

Consumer habits are changing as result of new technologies used in day-to-day life (Grewal et al. 2012) and, as a consequence, consumer goods companies are developing new ways of relating to their customers (Peira et al. 2012). Because of the progress and the spread of new technologies, communication strategies have undergone an evident revolution. Mobile diffusion has not only changed the way in which organizations and their brands interact with customers, it has also changed the way business gets done: they are able to reach consumers with digital tools and network with them (Begalli et al. 2012). This is one of the reasons why recent years have witnessed growing interest of marketers in mobile phone as a channel of marketing communication, and it will continue to gain marketers attention even further (Wohlfahrt 2002). The specific characteristics of mobile phones like geo-targeting, ubiquity, immediacy, customization, measurability, and interactivity encourage using mobile phone in hardcore marketing (Bauer et al. 2005; Haghirian et al. 2005). Apart from the above modes of mobile marketing, one very innovative mode that has been catching marketers’ attention recently in current digital space, i.e. QR codes (Bamoriya 2014). QR code is an abbreviation for Quick Response Code. Basically it’s a 2D code, which, once scanned by a Smartphone—with a scanning application software—connects users to some specific online content on a website, linking to an email address, delivering e-coupons, texting, leading to registration, and so on (Handley 2012; Bisel 2011). Due to the convenience, user-friendliness, multiple fields of application, and customer-driven information provided by mobile tagging, it has become the key technology for mobile surfing (Shiang-Yen et al. 2013). Indeed, product knowledge is a key concept in consumer behavior and consumer decision making, and QR codes have the ability to deliver and share information at the point of need (Raju et al. 1993). QR Codes are a good fit for almost any sector, but for wine they offer a particular benefit (Brabazon et al. 2014). Indeed, the wine sector is challenging the Wine 2.0 era, using the Internet to engage with wine consumers on their terms, in a time and manner of their choosing (Olsen and Hermsemeyer 2008). Tools usually include social-networking sites, blogs, message boards, and other methods that leverage user-generated content. Wine is an experiential good that cannot be fully evaluated until it is consumed, thus in the absence of tastings or prior experience with the wine, the purchase
decision is challenging for many wine consumers (Cooper-Martin 1991). Now, thanks to technology, wine purchasing has become part of the information era (Halstead 2013). The importance of using QR codes in the wine sector is due to the peculiar characteristics of this product: many consumers do not simply buy a bottle of wine on the shelf for its particular use; they buy its heritage, quality, territory, production processes, and specific organoleptic features.

Wine is recognized as a lifestyle beverage, and the wine consumer’s relationship therewith is based on an acquired, not an innate need, as in the cases of food and water. Wine consumption itself can be regarded as a hedonic experience for some people—an emotional and pleasurable activity aimed at personal enjoyment (whether of a basic wine drinker or a connoisseur) within the context of a myriad of potential social experiences (Bruwer and Alant 2009).

For these reasons, communicating the experience of hedonic goods involves a large portion of the retail marketing strategy, such as managing asymmetric information (Akerlof 1970; Nelson 1970) and resolving this asymmetry through the use of price and advertising (Milgrom and Roberts 1986; Nelson 1974), warranties (Grossman 1981), and expert opinion (Cuellar and Claps 2013; Eliashberg and Shugan 1997; Reinstein and Snyder 2005).

The consumer interest in wine content varies depending on the scanning time: QR codes are not only useful at the point of sale (Brabazon et al. 2014), but also during the consumption. Hence, shared contents should vary depending on the scanning time, considering the trade-off between the hedonic aspects and functional aspects of the product (Ferrarini et al. 2010). Moreover, contents may vary depending on brand awareness of the wine. In the literature, studies have investigated the wine sector from various points of view (Lockshin and Corsi 2012)—retailing, purchasing, tourism (Bruwer and Alant 2009), lifestyle, packaging and labelling, region (Easingwood et al. 2011), sustainability (Forbes et al. 2009), technology (Brabazon et al. 2014), social media (Reyneke et al. 2011)—but there is a gap regarding the contents taxonomy that wine companies communicate to consumers through new digital tools. This exploratory research investigates this issue within the context of the Italian market.

3 Methodology

This exploratory analysis of the uses of QR codes in the wine industry adopts a qualitative approach through a content-analysis methodology (Berelson 1952). Authors scanned 91 QR codes of Italian wine brands purchased from three large stores of grocery retailers located in Tuscany and classified the contents in terms of website homepage or specific website page, the technical file of the wine, or other pages (Yoo and Kim 2014; Shobeiri et al. 2014; Geissler et al. 2006). Hence, authors focused only on website homepages and website technical files of the products with the intent of examining specific hedonic (Alba and Williams 2013; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982) and technical aspects of each category (Sheth et al. 1991).
In particular, the scientific authors codified hedonic aspects, i.e., contents aiming at stimulating an emotional response from consumers, in terms of fun, amusement, fantasy, arousal, sensory stimulation, and enjoyment (Hirschman and Holbrook 1982).

Technical or functional aspects are considered specific features or characteristics of the product, the production, or the winery.

The mind map of the content analysis is specified in Fig. 1. The nodes of classification have been identified top-down (hedonic features and technical feature), and bottom-up (website homepage, website technical file of the product, heritage, quality, territory, certification, sustainability, functional aspects, and organoleptic aspects).

The content analysis has been carried out with N-ivo software (Bazeley and Jackson 2013).

Authors, once codified contents retrieved from QR code links in terms of hedonic and technical aspects and created the respectively nodes, run a word frequency query within the nodes in order to identify the main lemmas used for the website communication.

![Fig. 1 Concept map of content analysis](image-url)
The codifying process has been carried out separately by two research who then compared the results with NVivo intercoded reliability function in order to assess the consistency of the codification. The average of the intercoded reliability index within various nodes of codification is 97.0%.

Finally, the authors focused on contents relying on the degree of brand awareness based on official rankings, with the aim to identify a benchmark of best practices within the sample considered. The authors assume there is a relationship between typology of content shared and typology of brand analyzed, in particular, since it was assumed that the consumers of renowned brands are more aware of QR code technology.

Considering the phases previously discussed, the research questions that this study addresses are:

RQ1 What kind of links are shared through QR codes in the wine industry?
RQ2 What aspects of the communication are stressed in the contents shared through QR codes in the wine industry?
RQ3 What are the best practices in terms of QR code use in the wine industry?

4 Main Results

Considering RQ1, the typology of links shared are brand website pages, Google Search, or other pages, such as wine associations’ websites or the YouTube channel. In some cases, the category “other pages” refers to not identified pages, thus showing a wrong use QR code. Focusing only on brand website pages, the results show that most part of contents matches to the website homepage (42%) and the technical file of the wine 37 (Table 1).

Considering RQ2, authors analyzed the aspects of the communication stressed by wine brands in terms of hedonic and technical aspects.

Technical files of the wine belong to two different types: the written one (a written page describes wine features) and the spoken one (a video describes wine features). Video generally are not limited to the functional aspects of the wine, but they try to stress also the hedonic and emotional aspects of wine consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QR code content</th>
<th>Number of wine labels</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Website homepage</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website technical file of the wine</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google search</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other pages</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, written technical files seek to mix the two aspects, but in the largest part of cases, wineries limit the description only to specific functional and organoleptic aspects, such as area of production, terrain, grapes, vinification, color, aroma, and taste. Besides, in some cases, wineries seek to evoke also hedonic aspects, such as the heritage and tradition of the brand. However, functional and organoleptic aspects are more consistent.

In order to derive the main lemmas used in the technical file, Figs. 2 and 3 summarize this information.

Technical associations in technical files of the wine are strongly related to the processes of the production (i.e., wine harvest, maceration, fermentation, ageing) and to the main features of the wine (i.e., color, gradation, acidity).

The most important associations retrieved in the hedonic node of the technical file stress the role of the quality through the innovation of the production used in the territorial area of the winery’s cellar.

The same criteria drove the content analysis on website homepages. In this case, hedonic aspects are predominant, focusing on images and text that evoke brand values such as the quality of the production resulting from the strong links to the territory and the brand heritage. The technical aspects identified in this case are certifications (Igt, DOC, DOCG, or Organic Production) and sustainability procedures.
In order to convey the main lemmas used in the technical file, Figs. 4 and 5 summarize this information.

As we can see from the results shown in Fig. 4, the main associations retrieved from the technical node refer to product certification, area of production, and consortium membership (i.e., Chianti), in order to transmit the quality of the wine.

Lemmas related to the hedonic node of the website homepage refer principally to the heritage of the brand (i.e., family, history, tradition) and the area of production in order to evoke the emotions of consumers.

Finally, in order to answer RQ3, the authors analyzed the results considering only the wineries of the sample included in the official wine rankings in order to find out which type of contents are shared by the most important players in the wine market. Eleven of the 91 wineries were included in the analysis. Seven of out eleven shared the technical files of the product through QR codes, trying to mix technical aspects and hedonic ones, via various media such as video, text, and images.

Moreover, four out of the eleven 11 most important wineries use QR codes to share their website link. Predominately, the websites feature hedonic aspects in terms of the elements previously discussed.

Results are summarized in Fig. 6.
5 Conclusions

While wineries use QR codes in various ways, brand website pages are the most frequent link shared. Within brand-website pages, technical files of the product and the website homepage are the most common links used. The main aspects of the communication observed have been classified in terms of hedonic and functional contents, where the former refers to the pleasure and the amusement of the consumer and the latter refers to technical features of the product. On website homepages, hedonic aspects prevail, whereas, in the wine technical files, functional aspects are more abundant.

Based on the benchmark from the eleven big players included in the sample, technical files of the product seem to be the most effective content, when considering the practices of the market’s big players. However, this information should be sustained by other information more related to hedonic aspects. Indeed, consumers may use QR code to uncover additional information than that normally shared on the traditional label. Therefore, wineries should find a balance between functional and organoleptic aspects, useful for demanding and prepared consumers, and hedonic aspects that may be determinant for other consumers that need to be seduced by such contents. From this perspective, wine is not only a beverage, but also a lifestyle product, such as fashion. Therefore communication should reflect this product condition, transmitting both technical information, very important especially for demanding consumers, but also hedonic information able to affect consumer preferences through emotion.

Fig. 6 Homepage: tagcloud within the hedonic node
6 Limits and Future Research

This research consists of an explorative analysis of contents shared by QR code technology, including a sample of 91 Italian wine brands. Future research should explore more in-depth the semantic choices of words of the contents shared through QR codes. Furthermore, future research should verify the assumption that there is a relationship between contents shared and the level of brand awareness of the brands considered within the analysis.

Finally, future research should investigate the consumer perspective, exploring the contents that users would like to have and share through QR codes.
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